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Terror bosses chose men with no
emotional ties
S Ahmed Ali, TNN Dec 8, 2008, 02.20am IST

MUMBAI: Mohammad Ajmal Amir Kasab, the only terrorist caught alive by Mumbai Police for
the 26/11 carnage, has revealed to interrogators the selection process used at the Lashkar-
e-Taiba camp for the selection of the 10 terrorists who would attack Mumbai. The interrogators
said Kasab had also given the character profiles of some other terrorists who were killed in the
attacks in on November 26.

The first criteria of completing their LeT training was that they had to be physically fit.
Secondly, they had to have sharp aim. Kasab said to test their aim they were made to throw
hand grenades at targets. The last, and most important, criteria that their handlers wanted to
be assured of the fact that none of the 10 terrorists — handpicked from around two dozen
fighters — had any emotional or family ties.
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Nine terrorists were killed in Mumbai. They have been identified as Abu Ali, Fahad, Shoaibh,
Omar, Abdul Rehman Bada, Abu Umar, Abu Akasha, Ismail Khan and Rehman Chhota. Ajmal
was the 10th. Sources said of the 10 only Abu Umar was married, but he was selected for the
Mumbai attacks only after his handlers learnt that he had divorced his wife, Sameena, in 2005.

Umar's only daughter, now six years old, stays with Sameena in the Punjab province of
Pakistan. Although Umar hadn't kept any ties with either of them for the past three years,
before leaving for the Mumbai attacks he took an undertaking from LeT that Rs 2 lakh would
be given to his daughter.

Kasab has also told the interrogators that Fahad, the terrorist who had only a thumb and index
finger on his right hand and who was killed in the Trident battle, had been roped in after
another terrorist dropped out for some unknown reason. "It is noteworthy that, like corporates,
the terrorists too are opting to check their men's psychological and attitudinal make-up," said a
senior officer.

Sources said this was because the LeT wanted to ensure that the men chosen for suicide
missions didn't hesitate or became deterred by thinking of their loved ones. Kasab told officers
that none of the terrorists had habits like smoking, drinking or womanising.

He said after the one-year training at a Lashkar camp, they were kept for three months in
isolation at a bungalow in Karachi, away from the material world. "However, we were told by
our handlers that in this period we would be given whatever we demanded," Kasab said.
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